STUDENT AWARDS RECOGNITION

Sunday, March 17, 2024, 1:30 p.m.

EISENHOWER AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY PARK
MESSAGE FROM UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP

Today is a day we honor the accomplishments of those who meet the highest levels of academic excellence and are nearing the completion of their academic programs at Penn State. This celebratory acknowledgement is a testament of your outstanding achievement and perseverance. A promising future is on the horizon for our award recipients. On behalf of Penn State, I wish you success, good health, and true happiness on your life’s journey.

Justin Schwartz
Executive Vice President & Provost
PRESENTATION OF UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLASTIC AWARDS

Jeff Adams, Interim Vice Provost and Dean for Undergraduate Education

Undergraduates achieving academic excellence at Penn State are recognized annually. Although the ceremony name and the number of students honored have changed throughout the years, the tradition is longstanding.

// THE PRESIDENT WALKER AWARD
This award is presented annually to undergraduate degree candidates and degree-seeking provisional students who have earned a 4.0 (A) cumulative grade-point average based on at least 12 graded Penn State credits completed during their first semester of admission. Credits where Alternative Grades were selected do not count in the graded credits total. Candidates are eligible for this award if they have fewer than 36 Penn State credits earned. (CEEB advanced placement credits, CLEP taken prior to high school, International Baccalaureate credits, and credits taken prior to high school graduation are not counted in the total credits earned for purposes of this award). During the presidency of Eric A. Walker (1956-1970), and with the approval of the Board of Trustees, the number of awards was increased and in 1960, this award was established.

A list of the award recipients begins on page 5

// THE PRESIDENT SPARKS AWARD
This award is presented annually to those undergraduate degree candidates who have earned a 4.0 (A) cumulative grade-point average based on at least 36 graded Penn State credits completed by the end of the fall semester of the academic year in which the award is given. Credits where Alternative Grades were selected do not count in the Penn State graded credits total. Candidates are eligible for this award if they have fewer than 60 total credits earned. (CEEB advanced placement credits, CLEP taken prior to high school, International Baccalaureate credits, and credits taken prior to high school graduation are not counted in the total credits earned for purposes of this award. Credits earned using Alternative Grades do count in the total credits earned). In 1919 the President Sparks Medal was awarded to one student attaining the highest average. Edwin Erle Sparks was president from 1908 to 1920.

A list of the award recipients begins on page 14
THE EVAN PUGH SCHOLAR AWARD - JUNIOR
These scholars are those students who are in the upper 0.5 percent of their respective classes and have completed at least 48 graded Penn State credits and at least 60 cumulative credits with no more than 92 cumulative credits, at the end of the fall semester of the academic year in which the award is given. Cumulative credits include all Penn State earned credits, transfer credits, AP credits, IB credits, and CLEP credits. Credits where Alternative Grades were selected do not count in the Penn State graded credits total. Candidates are eligible if they have been full-time Penn State undergraduate students for at least four semesters prior to selection. The students this year have cumulative grade-point averages of 4.0. The Evan Pugh Scholar Awards began in 1933 and were given to the top five persons in both the junior and senior classes. The award is named for Evan Pugh, Penn State’s first president (1859-1864).

A list of the award recipients begins on page 17

THE EVAN PUGH SCHOLAR AWARD - SENIOR
These scholars are those students who are in the upper 0.5 percent of their respective classes and have completed at least 48 graded Penn State credits, with more than 92.1 cumulative credits, at the end of the fall semester of the academic year in which the award is given. Cumulative credits include all Penn State earned credits, transfer credits, AP credits, IB credits, and CLEP credits. Credits where Alternative Grades were selected do not count in the Penn State graded credits total. Candidates are eligible if they have been full-time Penn State undergraduate students for at least four semesters prior to selection. The students this year have cumulative grade-point averages of 4.0. The Evan Pugh Scholar Awards began in 1933 and were given to the top five persons in both the junior and senior classes. The award is named for Evan Pugh, Penn State’s first president (1859-1864).

A list of the award recipients begins on page 18

THE ARDETH AND NORMAN FRISBEY INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AWARD
The purpose of this award shall be to honor and recognize outstanding contributions to furthering international understanding by an international student (holding non-immigrant status) who is enrolled in any academic program at any Penn State campus. The students’ contributions could consist of academic, athletic, or other extracurricular campus activity, and/or community involvement in school or civic group programs or service projects.

DANIEL GARCIA CALAO
// ASTRONAUT SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION AWARD
The Astronaut Scholarship Foundation was created to ensure that the United States would maintain its leadership in science and technology by supporting promising students in science and engineering. Scholarship candidates must be nominated by faculty members and must be in an engineering, science, or mathematics field. Scholarship nominees are those students who have shown initiative, creativity, and excellence in their chosen field.

IAN RIVERA

// GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship, established by Congress in 1986 to honor former U.S. Senator Goldwater, is a distinguished undergraduate scholarship initiative that was created to encourage outstanding students to pursue careers in mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering and to foster excellence in those fields. This highly prestigious and competitive award is granted to up to 300 students nationwide. It is awarded based on the student’s field of study, career objectives, and the extent to which that individual has the commitment and potential to make a significant contribution to his or her field.

KUEYOUNG KIM
YUKI YOSHIDA

// UDALL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
The Udall Foundation awards scholarships to college sophomores and juniors for leadership, public service, and commitment to issues related to tribal policy or native health care and undergraduates interested in conservation and environmental issues.

VANCIE PEACOCK

PRESENTATION OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Andrea Dowhower, Interim Vice President for Student Affairs

// RALPH DORN HETZEL MEMORIAL AWARD
The Ralph Dorn Hetzel Memorial Award, named for Penn State’s tenth president (1926-1947), recognizes a combination of high scholastic attainment together with good citizenship, and participation and leadership in student activities.

SAMIA CHOUHDURY
THE ERIC A. WALKER AWARD
The Eric A. Walker Award is presented annually to the student who has contributed most to enhancing the reputation of the University through extracurricular activities. Eric Walker was president of the University from 1956 to 1970.

BRANDON BIXLER

THE JOHN W. OSWALD AWARD
The John W. Oswald Award, established in 1983, annually recognizes graduating seniors who have provided outstanding leadership in at least one of several areas of activity at the University. John W. Oswald was president of the University from 1970 to 1983.

VANESSA DIB, Scholarship
JACOB LEVENDOSKY, Social Services, Religious Activities and Student Government
LUKE VARGAS, Journalism, Speech, and the Mass Media

THE ERNEST B. MCCOY MEMORIAL AWARD
The Ernest B. McCoy Memorial Award annually recognizes a senior man and woman who have combined successful athletic participation with academic excellence. The award is named for Ernest B. McCoy, who was dean of Penn State’s College of Physical Education from 1952 to 1970. He was also the University’s athletic director.

MAKENNA MARISA
OLUMUYIWA FASHANU

THE JACKSON LETHBRIDGE TOLERANCE AWARD
This award recognizes one junior, senior, or graduate student for his/her outstanding efforts to enhance the understanding of diverse cultures and create a community where all individuals are accepted and valued equally. The award is named for its benefactor, a Penn State alumnus.

GRACE MUMO

CLOSING REMARKS
Dr. Schwartz
Samantha Jane Abbott
Mariam Amr Abdelgawad
Muhammad Haris Bin Abdul Rahim
Abdulaziz Waleed A. Abubakr
Kiersten Regina Adair
Lilly Carolyn Adamo
Ameya Neeraj Adkar
Mariana Asimina Agadis
Sparsh Shyam Agrawal
Michela Rose Agresti
Farhan Mabroor Ahmad
Varun Ahuja
Jingchen Ai
Layan Mohamed Saif Al Busaidi
Tariq Yahya Moosa Al Maimani
Sultan Saif Hilal Al Mawali
Jurie Ali Y. Al Moshawer
Abbaa Abduljalil Al Obaydan
Abdullah Ahmed Al Otaibi
Muamin Mohamed Nasser Al Riyami
Sara Salim Mohamed Al Riyami
Adnan Saad A. Al Shihri
Abdullah Almukhtar Al-Abri
Renaad Yaqoob Al-Mahruqi
Talal Bader Ahmed Al-Shehhi
Omar Abdulaziz A. Alamer
Albaraa Mohammad H. Alamri
Nayef Abdulaumeed A. Alatawi
Zahra Abdulaziz H. Albasha
Dean Glen Alcaro
Emma Jane Alchus
Raneem Khalid N. Aldowish
Ella Mae Aldred
Troy David Alexander
Hala Ali R. Algallaf
Beckam Mikael Alger
Walla Ali H. Alhabib
Faisal T. S. A. Alhamad
Mohammed Maher I. Almasbah
Hadeel Salman A. Alrasheed
Jawad Baha M. Alsaif
Fatema Ali A. Alsalman
Salem Zaher S. Alshehri
Ali Habib S. Alyousef
Hadi Abdullah D. Alzayer

Matthew Connor Andersen
Emily Jo Anderson
Grace Anderson
Olivia Appleby
Cristian André Aquino
Peyton Mae Aversa
Matthew Allen Badman
Hashem Ahmad Hashem Badran
Ryan Huston Baker
Yaser Faisal Balamash
Jason Anthony Baldanza
Amanda Marie Baldwin
Emma Marie Bambe
Caden Nicholas barley
Keira Raye Barrett
Jane Elizabeth Bautista
Evan Robert Baxter
Koen J. Baylor
Joseph Robert Bedillion
Hannah Sophia Beebe
Matthew Nicholas Beebe
Anshuta Beeram
Danna Eileen Bender
Brooke Alexandra Benevento
Dominic Major Bentley
Kyle Evan Berdy
Alexis Joan Beschner
Prajwal Bikram Bhandari
Suhani Ajay Bhatt
Devika Dhananjay Bhavsar
Thomas Joseph Biery
Ian Michael Bigler
Joshua Scott Billett
Logan Bingham
Haidah Binti Mat Saad
Katrina Pauline Biskobing
Richard Thomas Black
Elizabeth Grace Blizzard
Jeremy Ethan Blocklin
Nadezhda Olson Bluvshtein
Matthew John Boecher
William Christoph Bond
Ashley Booth
Vivienne Grace Booz
Joseph William Boppell
Genevieve Scarlett Boutrous
Kyler Raine Bowers
Teagan Jai Boyd
Matthew Michael Boyle
Ethan Foster Brennan
Kailey Sophia Brenner
Noah Matthew Bridge
Andrew Thomas Brinker
Timothy Joseph Brisson
Gabriella Renee Broscius
Alexander Val Brown
Jacob Bruce
Catherine Grace Burke
Olivia Caroline Burnett
Victoria Rose Cahill
Dante Michael Callejas
Alexis Claire Cannon
Deaven Kerry Cannon
Christopher Capobianco
Jessica Carlini
Tyler Joseph Carlson
Florence Caron
Olivia Ellen Carroll
Marcelle Janae Casey
Jordan Olivia Cerminara
Kyle Kitson Chalfin
Hao Yun Chen
Jinyan Chen
Jonathan Chen
Justin Chen
Nathan Li Chen
Tit Nam Cheng
Kate Ann Chiulli
David Anthony Chong
Alicia Lena Anna Christopherson
Sza Wing Christina Chu
Julia Rose Ciccone
Sara Lynn Cipressi
Reagan R. Clippinger
Delaney Grace Cohen
Josh Ryan Coleman
Kathleen Elizabeth Coll
Matthew Craig Collins
Matthew Jeffrey Conklin
Eric Michael Conn

John Joseph Connaghan
Colin Iden Conway
Zachary Constantine Conzaman
Gabrielle Cooper
Owen James Cope
John Patrick Cosgrove
Kevin Thomas Coulter
Kyle Cousins
Mekaeli Jordanna Cox
Willem Alexander Craver
Sophia Celeste Crews
David Matthew Cronan
Nicholas Matthew Dambrosia
Braeden Grant Davis
Lauren Marissa Davis
Hannah Rae De Los Santos
Ryan John De Marco
Reese Abigail Dean
Avery Patton DeBernardis
Emma Decker
Ava Sophia DeDomenico
Grigorii Degtarev
Patrick Montero Dela Rosa
Kinsey Elizabeth Delwiche
Emma Rose DeMichele
Ada DeNinno
Derek Ho Denoon
Sophia Rose DeRienzo
Serafino Michel DeSantis
Micah Boyd DeVore
Haley Mae Dietrich
Anthony Michael DiGiacomo
Tharun Dilliraj
Zoe Isabella Dils
Isaac Anthony DiMaio
Clarissa Paige Dimovitz
Paul DiPrinzio
Paul Thomas Donnelly
Armand Ras Dotsey
Caroline Patricia Downs
William Robert Draper
Abigail Elizabeth Droege
Alex Richard Duffy
Anna Raquel Duiker
Madeleine Grace Duke
Mia Caroline Eason
Allyson Mae Eaton
Collin Joseph Edgell
Emily Wolff Egna
MaKenzie Kate Epting
Andrew James Eross
Sara Maria Erwin
Monica Daniela Espinal Vicioso
Gwyneth Katherine Estrella
Aidan Chase Ethier
Jacq MacFarlane Ettinger
Gabrielle Rose Evans
Natalie R. Fabian
Haya Hussain Ahmed Hussain Falaknaz
Dorcas Oluwatitofunmi Falokun
Khalid J. Fariz
Eric Farrall
Logan Michael Faust
Zander Murphy Faust
Jacquelyn Roberta Fekula
Oscar Edward Felegy
Kylie Elizabeth Field
Cecelia Ann Figueroa
Maci Nicole Fisher
Eleni Sophia Fitsioris
Brenna Colleen Fitzpatrick
Frankee Rae Flesher
Isabella Christina Flint
Kameron Taylor Forney
Elizabeth Marie Forrest
Payton Nicole Forsyth
Adriana Lynn Forsythe
Gracy Juanita Franco Prasanna
Ethan William Franczyk
Alexis Allana Frank
Effie Victoria Frank
Emily Marie Franklin
Ashley Rae Frazer
Riley Anne Friburger
Ella Rose Fuener
Mary Maud Fure
Bryan Gregory Furniss
Samuel David Gabel
Srisankalp Reddy Gaddam
Gabriella Grace Gagliardino
Alden Rio Gajda
Michael Lorenzo Gallagher
Kevin Gannon
Kyison William Garcia
Scott David Garcia
Ellie Rae Gardner
Sarah Taraneh Garman
Lilly Grace Garrison
Tejas Lee Gatehouse
William James Gavin
Delaney Nicole Gaydos
Jiaheng Ge
Seth Edward Geiger
Zachary L. George
Christopher Gesk
Eric Peter Glover
Walker Langston Goeckel
David Goldberg
Sean Matthew Golder
Mitchell Aaron Goldman
Arjun Ananth Golla
Yarely Marie Gonzalez-Martinez
James Good
Teja Vrinda Gopalan
Payten Delaney Gorman
Andrew Francis Grabowy
Haylee Brooke Coltart Graham
Makayla Rae Grant
Hannah Green
Cassidi J. Greendoner
Rachel McCahan Greene
Julian Anthony Grives
Katherine Groomes
Mats Fredrick Grundin
Scott Jiahang Gu
Jenna Logan Guerrera
Adya Gulati
Dhruv Gupta
Rohan Gupta
Erica Janice Gynn
Janae Christine Haas
Katherine Elizabeth Hallman
Hugh Hamilton
Mya Alexandra Handelman
Benjamin Reed Hankinson
Joseph John Krueger
Kyle William Kullman
Olivia Grace Kulp
Daniel Kumi
Lauren Elizabeth Kunitsky
Emma Adela Kupper
Cole Joseph Kvasnak
Kojo Kwame-Kumah
Arielle Lacap
Rishi Lal
Ethan Kai-en Lan
Nicole Anna Langan
Thomas Norman Lapinig
Riley Sophia Laskowsky
Harrison DuPont Latimer
Reese Laurienti
Brandon Michael Leader
Mengxian Jeanne LeClair
Jacob Conner Lee
Nora Lee
Kelvin Lei
Sandra Nibia Lema
Rachel Marie Leo
Morgan Cameron Lese
Riley Nichole Levine
Benjamin Leonard Lieb
Kyle Douglas Lillich
Joshua Michael Lim
Jonathan Wayne Lin
Jack Thomas Lingler
Anna Conkling Lish
Alexandra Litak
Daniel Sean Liu
Kuoyan Liu
Ava Jean Loehr
Lucy James Lokovic
Danielle Irene Lomanno
Luke John Lombardo
Eliot Joseph Long
Andranikki Karise Lopez
Vincent Lu
Ying Zhi Lu
Kayla Anne Lumish
Kevin Lytvynov
Grant Landes MacElroy

Om Dharmesh Makwana
Harshini Mallipedhi
Karen Elizabeth Malloy
Jacqueline Elizabeth Maloney
Nathan Andrew Mancuso
Erin Nicole Mann
Ella Riley Manoff
Hannah Lilly Mansfield
Shane Christian Marchok
Maxwell James Marcotte
Andre Achillius Marinak
Grace Isabelle Marion
Owen Jacob Marko
Carter James Marshall
Jacob Alec Martin
Samuel A. Martin
Jason Eugene Masciulli
Kendall Ann Mattson
Julius Jakob Max
Eleanor Alice Mayer
Anthony Connor Mazaheri
Avigail Morgan Mazer
Wyatt Benjamin McCafferty
Maxwell Ryan McCallion
Mia McCarthy
Nathan Tyler McCauley
Sean William McCooey
Luke Michael McCorkel
Laenee Rose McCoy
Owen Michael McDonnell
Jadyn Sung McGinley
Matthew Meyer McGinn
Nora May McGinnis
Maximus J. McGrath
Patrick John McGuinness
Ayden McInerney
John Aloysius McLaughlin
Sara Patricia McLaughlin
Kaitlin Evadney McCloud
William Joseph McMahon
Macy Girard McMullen
Henry McQuate-Krahnke
Asyfa Umaimah Binti Md Zainizam
Krish Mehta
Benjamin Reynolds Meister
Cecilia Menezes Toledo
Sean Douglas Merrill
Matthew Anthony Mesaros
Jack Andrew Messina
Will Meyer
Audrey Leigh Meyers
Sean Ryan Meyers
Dennis Miczek
David Emanuel Mikhail
Bailey Milanovich
Mark Andrew Milko
Samantha Irene Millard
Autumn Lynn Miller
Clara Anne Elisabeth Miller
Daniel Joseph Miller
Lauren Miller
Allison Elizabeth Mills
Kayla Michelle Mingo
Grace Kathryn Misha
Danielle G. Missey
Autumn Denise Mitchell
Elise Claire Mitchell
Isabella Katherine Moccia
Joseph Donald Modestine
Evan Paul Moffett
Muhammad Dinie Hasif Bin Mohd Hakim
Sheamus Patrick Moloney
Preston Graham Monoski
Adriana Monteagudo
Thomas Moses Montemayor
Alexis Montgomery
Audrey Helen Moore
Samantha Lynn Moore
Emily Elizabeth Moreland
Vance Jackson Morris
Cara Ann Morrison
Caleb Matthew Mowery
Caroline Grace Mraz
Mackenzie Grace Muldoon
Maia Xisu Mundis
Zoey Elizabeth Mundorff
Zachary Gerald Murphy
Ashwin Murugan
Vishnupriya Muwala
Vladyslav Myskiv
Andre James Nadeau
Aaron Santos Nagao
Dhruva Nagesh
Breanna Sue Nash
Nandini Mahalakshmi Natarajan
Jacob Charles Newton
Kyle Andrew Nicarry
Annika Emily Nickel
Zoe Kathleen Nolan
Casey William Noone
Zachariah Nowakowski
Joseph Canuso Nugent
Katherine Nugent
Cadence Mae O'Brien
Michael O'Neill
 Jeremiah Jamison Ondrasik
Kaylie Antoinette Ormerod
Fakhriddin Orolov
Connor Bryan Oros
Kestian Apollos Orsetti
Katherine Elizabeth Owens
Krishna Nitin Pagrut
Alex Edward Palmieri
Qianchen Pan
Aditya Alpesh Pandya
Zibei Pang
Krishna Gopal Panicker
Ava Elizabeth Paris
Riley Parker
Tarishi Mahipatsinh Parmar
Evan Harry Partridge
Jessica Elise Pasternack
Dev Manoj Patel
Khushil Jitendrakumar Patel
Om Rajesh Patil
Malcolm James Patton
Lauren Olivia Paul
Megan Michelle Pauley
Jacob Brian Pausley
Briana Leigh Pearsall
Surya Teja Penna
Madeline Jean Percy
Sofia Peredo
Kylie Elizabeth Perrault
Evan Robert Perrilleon
Johan John Shiju
Akshaya Shyamsundar Rekha
Ryan Walter Sikora
Joseph Michael Simpkins
Arjun Singh
Michael Siroty
Darshan Sivarajah
Owen Thomas Sivetz
Madelyn Kayla Smith
Marcus James Smith
Zoe Rebecca Snitzer
Avery Kate Snowden
Katelin Jane Snyder
Raymond Ruben Snyder
Ella Grace Sokurenko
Grace Eunjin Son
Alexis Rae Soucie
Austin Harris Stankowski
Christopher Joseph Stauffer
Hayden Leigh Streeter
Kieran Molloy Sturges
Gabriella Fe Sukay
Joonglok Sung
Gavin Douglass Sweeney
Sophia Anastasia Sweet
Nicholas Ronald Swett
Connor Szczepekowicz
James William Taddei
Adrian Tang
Yijia Tang
Carolyn Kathleen Tarpley
William Tauriello
Matthew Joseph Tavalsky
Siddhardh Tekumalla
Patrick Kenneth Tenley
Aubrie Jean Thomas
Adam Joseph Thompson
Dane Troy Thompson
Noah William Tobias
Simon Patrick Tracy
Alina Thien Chan Tran
Sophia Rose Trapanotto
Claire Katherine Travis
William Harris Troischt
Gavin Michael Troop

Kyle Alexander Truett
Peyton Elizabeth Tully
Kendal Elizabeth Tomlin
Lindsay Tomlin Tunis
Colin Ryan Turer
Molly Twiggar
Celine Linglong Ugorji
Zachary Thomas Valania
Julienne Jacqui Joelle Van Bekkum
Justin Paul Vasquez
Samridhi Vasundhara
Carolyn Anne Vautier
Sanjana M. Velu
Jayrold Aldwin Ramirez Veneracion
Vishnu Mattakkattu Venugopal
Rocco Christian Veronesi
Cali Angelina Volpe
Henry William Gordon Waldhausen
Anthony Wan
Catrina Wang
Chuanqi Wang
Guanhao Wang
Shawn Luojun Wang
Collin James Ward
Victoria Ann Ware
Richard Watson
Sophia Weatherwax
Jonathan Michael Weinstein
John Robert Weisser
Emily Catherine Wells
Eric Allen Welp
Brayden James Wenrich
Elisabeth Ann Wenztrup
Joshua Christopher Wert
Olivia Rose White
Brandon March Widjaja
Julie Tillie Widra
Christine E. Wilkinson
Margaret Christine Will
Kiersten Ann Williams
Samantha Hope Williams
Alexandra Eve Wilson
Emma Rose Winslow
James W. Winters
Jordyn Wise
Matthew James Witmer
Ming Ying Wong
Cole Charles Woolard
Andrew Thomas Wright
Logan James Wrigley
Ruijie Xu
Hannah Rachel Yang
Sania Sudhir Kumar Yanpallewar
Maguire Joseph Younes
Leeraz Young
Kathleen Yount
Zhengzhi Yuan
Cassandra E. Zart
Ruo Han Zhang
Zihang Zhang
Yuting Zheng
Yutong Zheng
Cole M. Zimmerman
Shon Zou
Colby Christopher Zupetz

WORLD CAMPUS
Danielle Jade Adams
Melaina Andrea Andrews
Jacob David Ardent
Caleb Hayden Atkins
Ayva Joy Behm
Tonya M. Braccidifero
Beatriz Ceschin Antunes
Alexander Jerome Cherney
Kathleen Deborah Dambeck
Anisa Oghenekaro Daniel-Oniko
Nia Sabine Dawson
Scott Henry Drwal
Mouna Dunston
Matthew Alexander EcheverriaClobes
Amanda Christine Ehrman
Greer Eric Elias
Nathan James Elias
Rebecka Lynn Espinoza
Gina Renee Fucci
Julia Fusiarz
John Gasbarro
Crystal Megan Geib
Kira R. Giordano

Arianna Gianinna Giribaldi
Sarah N. Goetz
Kelly Ann Gremmel
Sophia Elaine Hamilton
Kristopher Hicks
Michael Thomas Horner
Rachel Alexandra Hough
Margaret Elizabeth Johns
Samantha M. Leone
Cassiel Jeanara Mack
Hannah Katherine Marella
Alexander Vladimir Marence
Dawn Renee McCauley
Samuel Asher Meredith
Hannah B. Metcalfe
Julia Noel Miller
Samuel Christopher Miller
Kayla C. Mills
Laura Dormans Murdoch
Ethan Newcomer
Hannah Beth Paulsen
Benjamin Hugh Pfingstler
Marko Popovic
Kate Malear Przywara
Ella Madison Reed
David John Reichart
Andie Elle Robustelli
Lisa Sagara
Rosa Esther Segura Rivas
Nicholas Michael Semrau
Benjamin William Share
Glen I. Smith
Kaitlin Dawn Spell
Michael Cole St. John
Christopher Stoudt
Jia Long Tang
Thomas William Tavalsky
Monica Timmons
Titus Nicholas Toro
Daniel Lee Valko
Amanda Camille Verduzco
Riley Adam Wantz
Matthew Ryan Weatherby
Derek L. Werner
Sydney Ellen Whitwell
2024 PRESIDENT SPARKS AWARD

Mercy Adenike Adetoyese
Qasi Amer S. Alanazi
Evan Alfred Albright
Mohammad A. Y. A. A. Alkout
Adeeba M. Allimulla
Almahanad Sulaiman Ali Almahdhour
Eman Husain Y. Alsalman
Samantha Jolene Andrews
Zachary Scott Badinger
Jillian G. Bako
Emma Bauer
Alexander Theodore Baxevanidis
Jack Charles Bell
Jillian Marie Bennett
Bryce Berger
Karisa Marie Blagden
Michelle Irene Bojalad
Haley Madison Breon
Carolynn Grace Buckley
Emma Bush
Kiley Canimore
Jacob Alexander Capets
Spencer Carmichael
Liam Carroll
Michael Carroll
Daniel Chen
Sean Theodore Cherry
Justin Douglas Chong
Elizabeth Michele Clark
Charles Frederick Colvin
Kathleen Elizabeth Comes
Jonathan Cui
Sharvil Dahale
Emily Rose Danczyk
Hannah Elizabeth DelVecchio
Kevin Ding
John Robert Dowd
Noble Emerson Dresser
Anna Rose Eckert
Nicholas Andrew Eppley
Katherine Marie Estes
Kristina Rose Exton
Paige Fino
Ripley Helena Ford
Lexy McKayla Fortney
Shruthi Ganesh
Isabelle Ileen Gapen
Lianna Bryn Gardiner
Ben N. Geller
Ryan Matthew Gelman
Jessica Ruth Gilbert
Nora Sabella Goudie
Sydney Jean Graver
Nicole Grebe
Elisabeth Margaret Groff
Elijah Matthew Gruver
Gabrielle Marie Gundry
Jayant Gupta
Travis Hahn
Hailey Corinne Harker
Biyanka Hati
Matthew Joseph Hoban
Joseph Allen Hokky
Blake Anthony Hollinger
Mikayla Marie Hribal
Grace Lucienne Hubbard
Kyle Matthew Hutchinson
Negein Immen
Arnav Jain
Kristen Jan
Melinda Dong Jin
Elizabeth Marie Johnson
Sophia Nicole Kaiser
Ebenezer Karikari
Mara Ann Keats
Sophia Annelise Ketner
Raaheem Khondaker
Julian Kim
Mattias Jeffery King
Gray Andrew Kingston
Nicola Celeste Kirkwood
Sabrina Gabrielle Laurel Knox
Jacob Michael Kohler
Emmanuel George Michel Kraft
Rochelle Krueelski
Ririka Kuroki
Joshua Thomas Laky
David Craig Lang
Morgan Erin Lapp
Gabriella Marie Lawler
Emily Meghan LeBedz
Max Alexander Lee
Barrett Lhamon
Joseph Aishun Li
Hope Elizabeth Lieber
Benjamin Michael Lindgren
Hongle Liu
Graham Montrose Lively
Joseph Edward Lofland
Olivia Grace Lyons
Luke Benjamin Macdonald
Brett Michael MacElroy
Harsh Maheshwari
Mahathi C. Mallina
Timothy Robert Marsch
Lily Lynn Mayer
Morgan Belle McCarthy
Jack Matthew McCormack
Aaron Xavier McDonnell
Hope Elizabeth McKenney
Ilira-Marsena Mecaj
Sophia Ann Meola
Sarah Catherine Mesler
Cassidy Ann Monaghan
Palmer David Moore
Zachary William Mosier
Srivathsava Mukkamala
Shannon Deborah Mullin
Nicholas Murgia
Cole Nelson
Zachary Kendall Nice
Joshua Bradley Noble
Ava Gianna Nociforo
Jason Norwicke
Jonathan Richard O'Donald
Joseph Farrell O'Neill
Abaigeal Katherine O'Shea
Madison Taylor Obreza
Ryan Alexander Odell
Jacob Russell Orrico
Morgan Joseph Overman
Andrew Larson Owen
Kiera Alyson Papa
Christoforos Papakostopoulos
Charles George Parides
Om Patil
Aidan Perner
Benjamin Petrulis
Brendan Thai Tran Pham
Shalini Prasath
Thomas Patrick Quinn
Eshani Vibha Ragam
Rohan Ramaswamy
Maria Aarthi Ratnasamy
Jacob J. Rea
Asa Matthew Reynolds
Alexandria Victoria Rhoads
Elliott Rose
Luke Flannery Royer
Katherine Elizabeth Rush
David Anthony Saldubehere
Matteo Robert Sarisky
Emma Ruth Schaller
Alexandra Gail Schultz
Kyle J. Sebelin
Aamani Sharma
Siddhant Sharma
Emily Sarah Shor
John Terry Sipling
Eryn Hayley Sluk
Colin Thomas Smith
Oliver Cooper Smith
Elizabeth Christine Songer
Ryan Jacob Sparks
Joseph Michael Stefurak
Asher Edward Sternberg
Benton Joseph Stoner
Noah Andrew Stoudt
Owen A. Strickler
Kartavya Laljibhai Suhagiya
Lia Siobhan Tanous
Raylyn Kay Tarquinio
Emily Elizabeth Thomas
Ashley Thommana
Matthew Edward Tirajoh
Matthew Owen Tokarz
James Owen Trageser
Rachel Traub
Vyshnav Vivek Uppalapu
Zachary David Walnock
Lisa Wang
Ryan Zerbato Wells
David George Wenger
Joseph Michael Westhoff
Megan Helene Wilson
Dale Flanagan Winand
John James Winton
Jessica Taylor Wogram
Aleana Marie Worsley
Yixiang Wu
Connor Joseph Wysocki
William Zhang
Sean Thomas Zsoldos

WORLD CAMPUS
Morgan Rochelle Blake
Vivian Chen
Emily Margaret Lauer
Emily Nicole Reckard
Analia Mariana Rohrbach
Catherine Kelly Williams
Ahmed Al Omairi
Dhari Meshal AlShammari
Hussain Adel Alshammasi
Jaiden Asch
Dennis James Bromley
Adrien Paul Basile Chen
Jaiden Nicole Ciampichini
Jillian Loftus Corson
Michael Anthony DeAngelis
Andrew English
William Emerson Fleck
Eliza Ruby Glunt
Drew Louis Hazen
Chaojian He
Tyler Nicolaus Hoppe
Harrison Horner
Paikea Raquel Houston
Zhengtao Huang
Andrew Johnson
Tyler J. Keener
Aidan William Kelly
Jasmine Khalil
Stephanie Nicole Kling
Macy Campbell Leitzel
Jiawei Liang
Madeline Jane Lucas
Michael James Makowiec
Alexander Richard Makrides
Alexa McFerran
Allison Jade Meko
Angelina Carol Memmi
Ryan Michael Murnane
Anthony Ametrano Myers
Sean Richard Naughton
Grace Victoria Newman
Anna Wyn Palmieri
Yejin Park
Vraj Patel
Kan Petyim
Jodie Roberts
Madeline Quinn Ross
Sophia Ross
Andrew Sallie
Luc Andre Schrauf
Catherine Quirina Slate

Justin Michael Stough
Jillian Reese Washco
Yuxuan Wu
Baosheng Yin
Alexander A. Zografakis

WORLD CAMPUS
Sofia Elizabeth Faria
Hafsa Habibullah
Brandt Alekzander Johnson
2024 EVAN PUGH AWARD (SENIOR)

Gabriella S. Achampong
Owen Sanders Adams
Zachary Allamon
Fiona Skye Alpar
Shahad A. A. Alsadoon
Niranjan Anoop
Elizabeth Grace Armstrong
Lillian Aronson
Abdullah Muhammad Aslam
Peter Eric Bachman
Ravi Bandaru
Mitchell Hayden Barker
Aaman Basra
Blake Baughman
Ashley Nicole Beers
Pranav Bingi
Carlin Elise Blash
Julia Boccella
Nicholas Brian Bodie
Mark J. Bogdan
Noah Allan Brady
Rebecca Haley Burns
Nate Carey
Eric Arvid Carlson
Marissa Ann Carroll
Taylor Storm Casavant
Alena Marisa Casella
Ruby Michelle Chambers
Molly Anne Clawson
Megan Elizabeth Conklin
James Michael Connelly
Christopher Ellis Correll
Raven Lynn Criscitello
Joshua Brian Custard
Joseph Thomas Daghir
Jacob Earl Dale
Venkata Siva Dasuri
Elizabeth Davis
Haley Davis
Scott Davis
Margaret Leigh Day
Braden Reese De Mesa De Leon
Evert Michael DeKnecht
Hannah Donnell
Ian Michael Eckenrode

Yaffa Devorah Engleander
Andrew Scott Evert
Morgan Leigh Ferry
Aidan James Joseph Fraser
Benjamin John Geoffroy
Billal Tamer Gomaa
Rebecca Grube
Meera Gupta
Rida Fatima Hamid
Kaelea Hayes
Joseph Walter Healy
Justin Leidy Heckler
Lauren Anna Heverly
Jackson Jay Hinkel
Megan Elise Horan
Emily Elizabeth Jenkins
Brian J. Johnson
Ryan M. Jones
Andrew Jason Kacala
Michel Mizuki Kameda-Henry
Joseph Xuan Kang
Kueyoung Kim
Rio Jeffery King
Sarah Helen Kircher
Dohyoung Ko
Alexandria Koehl
Caroline Elizabeth Kraus
Vy Le
Jenna Marie Leadbeater
Angkai Li
Leah Link
Shannon Elizabeth Long
Darlene Huilin Zhou Luo
Alyssa Nora Lynch
Jasmine Q. Mackley
Bryn Ellen Malizia
Keerti Ravi Mallur
Olivia Ruth Manack
Brenna Erin Manuel
Robert Xavier Martin
Joseph Lee Mast
Aidan Rose McCarroll
Aidan Shea McCleery
Bailey Ann McLaughlin
Joao Paulo Mecarelli Soares
Natalie Carroll Meriwether
Michael William Mervosh
Milap Atul Mistry
Ushani Molligoda
Leah Rose Monty
Jake Alstan Musmanno
Deanna Grace Mylant
Owen Michael Nasal
Zachary Thomas Newsome
Tyler James Novak
Akhshay Guruprasad Pai
Nicholas Robert Palermo
Kunyu Pan
Thea Ashley Piskorski
Amanda Nicole Poorbaugh
Anisha Kumbe Prabhu
Alexa Joelle Prince
Courtney Jena Proulx
Paulina Joanne Przybylski
Mark Puthepurayil
Kaitlyn Sophia Reynolds
Miran Rezhan
Maeve Riley
Samantha Christine Robbins
Camryn T. Salaski
Brooke Erin Sargen
Nilakshi Sarkar
Margery Anderson Schnarrs
Emma Monet Scott
Tomer Sedan
Sarah Seibert
Annika Mohan Shastry
Daniel Ziyi Shen
Jae-Ryun Shin
Caleb Matthew Shuman
Maria Iryna Smereka
Barbara Louise Smith
Ethan Jesse Smith
Jonathan James Smith
Ayush Srinivas
Lindsay Paige Stone
Heather Theresa Storz
Yumina Takamatsu
William Philip Tatcher
Lucy Taylor

Aimee Thompson
Adam Tron
Ryan John Valania
Anurudh Venkatesh
Sophia Elizabeth Vicenzino
Anqi Wang
Tiancheng Wang
Zihan Wang
Kesara M. Wein
Adam James Werwie
Ellie M. Wetterau
Xinkai Wu
Jin Hong Yang
Mark Brian Yazemboski
Malcolm Theodore Zerbe
Duanchen Zhang

WORLD CAMPUS
Ian Brehm
Ryan Thomas Crinnigan
Tessa Tranquilla Elizabeth Del Vitto
Rithvik Reddy Gaddam
Laura E. Grate
Julia Kate Holzman
Madisen Jeffery
Jillian Dawn Lesikar
Adash Lutchman
Elena Maeder
Julia Lee Ortiz
Aurora Kendall Rivers
Adrianna Sabbagh
Sarah Evelyn Taylor
Hailey Ann Whisenant